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NEW QUESTION: 1
What is a requirement for Audio Search in Symantec eDiscovery Platform 8.0?
A. antivirus must be enabled to scan all audio search directories
B. an Identification and Collection license
C. an Audio Processing license
D. each language pack must be purchased separately
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is the purpose of using sequential I/Os to overwrite all LUNs before testing Dorado
performance?
A. To ensure correct deduplication and compression ratios
B. To provide better performance
C. To ensure that all space of thin LUNs is allocated so read performance is close to that in
actual scenarios
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Scenario: An organization has two Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktop Sites; Site A and Site B. Both
Sites have their own StoreFront and Citrix ADC. The resource group is placed in Site B. A user
from Site A tries to logon and launch an application from Site B.
The enumeration will occur through StoreFront Site __________ and the application launch
will occur through Citrix ADC Site __________ when Optimal Gateway routing is configured.
A. A; A
B. B; B
C. A; B
D. B; A
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
What should you do to follow the code-to-data approach to programming?

There are 2 correct answers to this question.
A. Perform expensive calculations on the database.
B. Transfer all data from the database to the ABAP layer, and then aggregate the results.
C. Perform expensive calculations on the ABAP application server.
D. Aggregate data on the database, and transfer the results to the ABAP layer.
Answer: A,D
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